• Improving the arbor and underground fountain areas either through maintenance or through shutting them down permanently. Ms. Grew-Gillen stated that she has been working on cost options for stop-gap measures until the UC Transformation permanently removes them.

• Adding policies to help reduce the amount of discarded material and trash in the hallways.

• Creating an annual “Heavy Trash Clean-up Day”

• Equipping elevators with some type of sign holders so flyers/ads can be displayed promoting the UC and student organization events.

• Addressing security issues in the UC and UCU to stop student losses due to theft; it was suggested that the UC look into the cost of installing surveillance cameras in offices and hallways.

• Constructing a plan to encourage everyone to show more appreciation to all staff, food servers, custodians, office workers, etc.

• Contacting Blaffer Gallery about displaying art in the UC to showcase student art.

• Displaying signs around the Arbor that state “Do Not Feed the Pigeons”.